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A Review of Regional Development Theory

This Note reviews the State of Regional Economic Development Theory as of December 1988. It discusses weaknesses and strengths of the theoretical literature and suggests that additional research is necessary to more fully understand the development process.
A Review of Regional Development Theory

Much effort has been expended in attempting to understand how economic development occurs. Too often those efforts have focused on the national level and employed highly aggregated statistical information. That aggregation has often obscured the vital factors and relationships that have been quite important for the development of a country. Focusing on a less aggregated source of data, at the regional level, is a potentially more fruitful approach for those interested in understanding the development process.

On reviewing the literature on economic development I found no recent works that updated and summarized theories that apply specifically to regions. This note is an attempt to fill that gap by reviewing the theoretical debate on how economic development or stagnation occurs in one area that is part of a larger, multiregional entity. I intend to identify and describe the basic aspects of important theories of regional development in order to better recognize cause and effect relationships that may otherwise be less understandable in the study of a national economy.

A perusal of the literature on regional economic development reveals that the process is not clearly understood. Two notable reasons for a lack of clarity are the complexity of the development process and the need for much more empirical analysis. Economic change results from intricate interaction of activities within a region, between regions, and with other countries. Inability to perceive the entire complex process and formulate perceptive questions about it contributed to the lack of insightful answers about development.
Failures of developed countries to identify all important factors and completely record their development in comparable terms have also, in many cases, severely limited data availability and the construction of testable models. This, in turn, led early theorists to attempt to explain regional development in terms of its single most important cause, with other factors relegated to insignificance. The toil of measuring, modeling, and testing potentially pertinent motivators of the process continue to inhibit analysts. Notwithstanding these problems, theorists have uncovered important cause and effect relationships that seem to influence regional development or stagnation. The key aspects of their formulations will be reviewed in this note.

Since early understandings of development often emphasized a single important cause or mechanism, I begin this theory review by summarizing three hypotheses which focus on somewhat different primary causes of regional development. They include the Heckscher-Ohlin application of the neoclassical growth model, the export base hypothesis, and the growth pole mechanism. These will be followed by a synopsis of the more comprehensive conception of progress proposed by W. W. Rostow, a perception of regional development in stages. Next I will treat the theoretical propositions of Gunner Myrdal and Albert O. Hirschman, whose ideas have been particularly important in understanding regional backwardness. To round out the chapter with an increasingly prominent view on backwardness, I will review hypotheses on internal colonialism.
Heckscher-Ohlin Implications

Neoclassical economists often identified trade as the motor of development in a region of a country. The Heckscher-Ohlin hypothesis is one important neoclassical example. It holds that "in each region ... commodities containing a large proportion of dear factors are imported, and those containing a large proportion of cheap factors are exported." From this it follows that each region tends to specialize in producing commodities incorporating relatively large quantities of productive inputs which are relatively abundant in that locality.

This suggests a number of things about regional development. First, the beginning of development is heavily dependent on the endowment of exploitable natural resources within the locality. From this it follows that the relative abundance of capital or labor is less important in determining a region's initial comparative advantage in trade. However, as time passes and trade expands, the levels of capital and labor in an underdeveloped region, relative to capital and labor in more developed regions, become more important in influencing industrial development. As some natural resources are eventually depleted or become too costly to exploit and as capital and labor migrate in response to regional factor price differentials, regional comparative advantage will tend to change. Although factor movements tend to equalize prices among regions, some factor price differentials may widen as factors move, bolstering trade even more. To the extent transfer relations improve and economies of large-scale production are achieved, development will ensue. As the combined real incomes of the trading regions rise, commercial interaction will tend to increase...
further. Throughout this time, locations containing production facilities with greater comparative advantage will develop more rapidly. In the process, other regions may lose their parts of these industries. Nevertheless, such loses will be temporary and in the longer term real wages and development levels will tend to converge.

The factors affecting growth and the process posited by the Heckscher-Ohlin hypothesis are sketchy. They do not identify an initial impetus to growth but assume that as trade increases between regions of a country and with other countries growth follows. In a real sense, the developmental aspects of trade suggested above are less an explicit model than implicit extrapolations from trade theory. Even so, those inferences are of value in explaining regional development, since interregional and international trade are shown to have the potential to induce growth in less developed regions.

The hypothesis highlights the importance of exploitable resources in the earliest stages of development and conversely suggests the difficulty facing a backward region without such assets or other locational advantages. It also emphasizes the necessity for efficient and relatively inexpensive transportation and effective communication to allow economic actors in the regional economy to marshal its capital and labor resources to exploit changes in relative prices. While it predicts that as the country experiences economic growth, regional development and adjustment to national markets will be along interindustry lines, empirical evidence suggests intra-industry adjustment is more important for increased efficiency and growth.
Export Base Hypothesis

A popular understanding of the way trade may produce growth is expressed with the idea of an "export base." Richardson's succinct definition of this concept "states that the regional growth rate is a function of regional export performance." The study of the effects of export performance on growth has many contributors but North is probably the best known in the US for his work on the subject.

North's formulation of the hypothesis assumes that development around a common export base defines an economic region and ties together the outcomes of the area. The export base is so important because of its significant influence on the level of income and the amount of residentiary, secondary, and tertiary activities that develop in a region. In addition, since the success of the export base determines the rate of growth of a region, to understand the growth, one must examine locational factors that enabled staple commodities to obtain their key position in trade. North found that a newly settled region will tend to increase its dependence on staples since its residents and various government agencies will tend to work to reduce processing and transfer costs and outside capitalists will tend to reinvest in established staples. Importantly, the theory does not rely on growth of an export base of finished manufactures for continued regional progress. It assumes that a significant amount of secondary and tertiary industrial activity tends to develop in proportion to the success of the export base. As demand for a region's exports increases or costs decrease, growth tends to be uneven as investment is induced throughout the area. That investment will come
from indigenous savings and earnings of investors from outside who support new products, initially to satisfy local demand but later also for export. As time passes, the diversity of production will become so great that the staple base is less distinguishable. Factor mobility will tend to increase and per capita income to equalize between regions.16

In support of this theory, empirical tests confirm that a region's export base can be a powerful force for growth.19 Analysts also find its multiplier feature appealing. One reason is its use to estimate the magnitude of regional economic activity from G.N.P., a datum often much more readily available than regional data. However, focusing on the export base also has shortcomings. The hypothesis is preoccupied with export considerations and neglects the impact of regional size and other factors affecting regional income.20 Another shortcoming is its emphasis on new settlements, while neglecting less developed, long settled regions.21 In addition, defining and measuring the export base is extremely difficult.22 Export base theory emphasizes some benefits sometimes associated with growth poles but neglects the negative effects also associated with points of growth.23 In sum, although research confirms that export base considerations are useful and even necessary as part of a comprehensive theory of regional development, they are insufficient.24 The theory does not identify a growth starter and explains only part of the growth process by itself.
Growth Poles

Rather than relying on market forces to fully explain regional economic development, growth pole theory emphasizes spatial aspects of the process. After studying relatively backward countries, Perroux developed the view that "growth does not appear everywhere at the same time; it becomes manifest at points or poles of growth, with variable intensity; it spreads through different channels, with variable terminal effects on the whole of the economy."\(^{25}\)

The theory states that poles or foci of economic activity exert centrifugal and centripetal forces producing fields which interact with other force fields of other economic foci.\(^{26}\) Each "polarized region" has parts which complement and support other parts and exchange more goods and services with a dominant intraregional urban center or pole than with other regions.\(^{27}\) In the dominant urban center there will tend to be a "propulsive" oligopolistic firm or industry that greatly influences suppliers and customers making the agglomeration to which it belongs the pole of its region.\(^{25}\) As the propulsive industry grows, its growth fosters increases in investment, employment, and increased payments to factors of production. This in turn will generate further growth in the region.\(^{29}\) Stated in a few words, growth pole theory posits that economic development begins with and continues to be motivated by large industrial ventures.

Similar ideas of growth spreading from one area to others have been recognized by a number of development analysts. Myrdal spoke of effects that emanated from "centers of economic expansion"\(^{30}\) and Hirschman spoke about effects of "growing points."\(^{31}\) Although most
discussants identify growth poles with urban-industrial centers, Friedmann also expressed similar ideas for broader areas with the terms "core" and "periphery." Burns built on the general concept and differentiated even further with the terms "integrated core," "integrated periphery," and "unintegrated hinterland" to describe cyclical aspects of spreading growth.

Evidence does not fully support the central proposition of the basic growth pole concept, that propulsive firms or industries cause other enterprises to develop. Even if support were unambiguous, this theoretical formulation tells us very little about the development process. The growth pole idea only predicts that once dynamic growth has begun it will tend to continue. Basic questions remain. How does growth begin and sustain itself? The failure to answer these and other questions severely limits the utility of the growth pole concept. Like the previous two perspectives on growth, this hypothesis of development is incomplete. However, it should probably be considered in a general form in any comprehensive theory of regional development. The impact of growth centers in the process of development is much better understood within the context of comprehensive regional economic development theories and will be discussed further below, with the ideas of Hirschman and Myrdal.

Development in Stages

One theory that sparked a great deal of interest views the process of economic development in stages of structural change that follow the
introduction of new technology or the emergence of entrepreneurial talent. The changes in technology or talent are thought to originate within a region and so neither interregional nor international trade is considered the impetus for growth.35

W. W. Rostow's conception of five stages of growth for each region or country is one of the best known. They are (first) the traditional society, (second) establishing the preconditions for take-off, (third) take-off, (fourth) the drive to maturity, (fifth) the age of high mass consumption.36

According to Rostow, the first stage of development begins in a traditional society where people are primarily employed in agricultural production for personal consumption. Traditional technology is used and there is general antipathy toward modernization. The social structure is rigid and not motivated toward economic structural change.

Preconditions for takeoff are established over several decades as people start to believe that economic progress is possible and as education spreads to a greater percentage of people. Enterprising people begin to favor economic changes and seek modernization by increasing the rate of productive investment and by increasing their influence in the community. Institutions for mobilizing financial capital are organized. People begin to apply modern science to the production process and agriculture, the extractive industries, transportation and communications are improved. Although most of society remains in the traditional mode, internal and external trade is more widespread. Some manufacturing companies become established but absolute and per capita output grow slowly. At some point the take-off stage is reached.
Take-off occurs when widespread resistance to modernization is overcome. Technology or political action provide a stimulus to the economy. Growth takes place throughout the region and it comes to be expected and encouraged by political entities. Agricultural labor declines from about 75 to about 40 percent of the work force. In this "decade or two" the society and economy are changed so that a steady rate of growth can be maintained. Rostow view associates take-off with "a rise in the rate of productive investment ... to over 10 percent of [regional] income," the "development of one or more substantial manufacturing sectors, with a high rate of growth," and the "existence or quick emergence of a political, social and institutional framework" that promotes modern economic growth. Regions that have not gone beyond the first three stages are usually referred to as underdeveloped or less developed.

Once take-off is achieved the economy drives to maturity. During this phase 10 to 20 percent of regional income is invested. The adoption of scientific and technical advances in industry are felt throughout the economy, increasing productivity. The proportion of the labor force employed in agriculture continues to decline to about 20 percent or less. Production is quite diversified and new leading sectors emerge. Growth pervades the production structure as the economy experiences a long period of sometimes irregular progress. Maturity is reached "when a society has effectively applied the range of (then) modern technology to the bulk of its resources." Eventually the age of high mass consumption is reached. One of its characteristics is the relative slowness of structural change. In this stage a relatively large proportion of production comes from
consumer goods industries where new technology has become very important. Although a high level of goods production continues, the services sector expands greatly.\textsuperscript{42}

Rostow's ideas have received large amounts of support and criticism.\textsuperscript{43} Many critics look for specific indicators that delineate the beginning and end of each stage and are always and everywhere present as regions or countries develop. However, Rostow did not seem to intend such stringency. He held that in the complexity of the real world, aspects of preceding and succeeding stages may overlap\textsuperscript{44} or phase into each other.\textsuperscript{45} Rostow associated a major role in growth to leading sectors. His description of the way those sectors motivate growth brings to mind similar features of growth poles.\textsuperscript{46} I believe his recognition of the importance of human initiative or "ideas, attitudes, and aspirations" as a base for modern development is an important feature.\textsuperscript{47} About some points Rostow is very specific, while on others he is much more general. The fact remains that his relatively detailed model is important because it provided an analytical framework that identifies factors that have been accepted as crucial in the process of growth. Although his description of development is not as verifiable or absolute as many would like, it identifies general parameters that provide useful first approximations. Therefore, I believe his work should be considered a major contribution to the field.\textsuperscript{48}
Myrdal's Picture of Circular and Cumulative Causation

The most widely known writer on the theory of less developed regions is probably Gunner Myrdal.49 In studying the ways regions develop or fall behind others, Myrdal found backward regions caught in what appeared to be a "vicious circle."50 Changes in an economy didn't normally "call forth countervailing changes but ... supporting changes, which move the system in the same direction as the first change but much further. Because of such circular causation a social process tends to become cumulative and often to gather speed at an accelerating rate."51 As a result, in disagreement with neoclassical theory, Myrdal held that economic systems do not tend toward an equilibrium but "the play of the forces in the market normally tends to increase, rather than to decrease, the inequalities between regions."52

Myrdal associated the beginnings of growth with locational advantages and felt increasing internal and external advantages would allow advantaged regions to continue to remain ahead of others.53 While some regions grew, others tended to experience "relative stagnation or regression" due to "backwash effects."54

Myrdal also found "centrifugal 'spread effects' of expansionary momentum from the centers of economic expansion to other regions."55 Unfortunately, since the strength of spread effects is dependent on the level of development already achieved by a region, spread effects in rather backward regions may be insufficient to overcome backwash effects.56 On one hand, he noted that once Western European countries began to develop they tended to initiate policies to achieve greater regional equality, supporting spread effects. On the other hand, he
thought that in less developed countries, where market forces had "been given free play," backwash effects would tend to prevail.57

Empirical analysis has provided significant support for key explanatory factors of Myrdal's theory. For one, growth tends to be cumulative in places that have somehow been able to grow more rapidly than others.55 Backwash effects,59 linkages to more advanced areas, and spread effects60 seem to be important in explaining differential development. Evidence also supports the idea that backward but developing countries experience increasing regional per capita income disparity. But as they achieve greater development there seems to be increasing convergence, which is not emphasized by Myrdal.61 Evidence suggests diminishing returns to public investment in aiding development of poor regions62 and contradicts the idea that the operation of the market mechanism will retard the development of a backward region.63 However, these contradictions do not strike at the heart of Myrdal's theory.

Myrdal's picture of regional development predicts that if one region of a country starts to develop before others in that country, it has a high probability of growing faster and becoming much more productive than its competitors. However, development for those regions that have fallen behind will be much slower. In fact, regions in market oriented, less developed countries would most probably not catch up with the more advanced regions but fall farther and farther behind. This is a scenario that is somewhat similar to ideas incorporated in the "internal colonialism" model to be discussed below.
Hirschman's Vision of Regional Development

In 1957 independent works by Myrdal and Hirschman were published that came to many of the same conclusions about regional development and underdevelopment. Since that time, they have often been mentioned together when income inequality among developing regions is discussed. However, Hirschman had a slightly different emphasis and came to some different conclusions about the prospects for the development of backward regions.

Like Myrdal and others, Hirschman recognized that development in a region can be retarded "by a series of 'interlocking vicious circles'." But Hirschman believed that once development has begun, "powerful forces make for a spatial concentration of economic growth around the initial starting points" and that "the circle is likely to become an upward spiral as all the prerequisites and conditions for development are brought into being."

Hirschman found that if an economy is to achieve higher levels of income for its citizens, "growing points" or "growth poles" must emerge. Therefore, the spatial distribution of economic development will be geographically uneven within a country and progressive and traditional production may even take place side by side. Growth in one place will cause "pressures, tensions, and compulsions toward growth at subsequent points." However the tendency for growth not to spread quickly but "round itself out ... along clearly marked geographic lines" within growing points results in growing disparity between progressive and backward regions, or "dualism."
Successful groups of people tend to exaggerate their worth over other groups or regions. As a consequence, they almost force themselves to continue to be successful, trying to live up to their image as hard workers. To the extent that this happens, a climate particularly favorable to further growth will actually come into existence in the sectors or regions that have pulled ahead, and this will confirm the economic operators in their preference for these regions and make it somewhat less irrational. In response, less developed groups or regions try to challenge claims of their more fortunate countrymen by charging them with "crass materialism, sharp practices, and disregard for the country's traditional culture and spiritual values." This alienation may in turn cause investment to be focused around pioneering growing points.

Hirschman called growing, more advanced regions the "North" and backward regions the "South." Favorable effects of Northern growth on the South were called "trickling down" and unfavorable effects "polarization." These directly correspond to Myrdal's "spread" and "backwash" effects. "The increase of Northern purchases and investments in the South" were considered the most important potential trickle-down effects, and followed if the economies of North and South were somewhat complementary. A second positive effect occurs if the North absorbs "some of the disguised unemployed of the South and thereby raise the marginal productivity of labor and per capita consumption levels of the South." However, if internal migration involves primarily the key technicians, managers, and the more enterprising young people of the South, very serious polarization may result. In addition, Northern competition may depress relatively
inefficient Southern manufacturing and export industries. Thirdly, if Northern industry develops products not produced in the South, the South may have to buy Northern manufactures, produced within tariff walls, instead of purchasing similar items that are available at lower prices from abroad. Along with the loss of skill and initiative, much of the small amount of money capital the South accumulates will also probably move North.

Notwithstanding the apparently great potential for polarization effects, Hirschman was confident that eventually trickle-down effects would make themselves felt. He saw three possibilities. If the North is largely dependent on the South for inputs to its own development, first, a rise in prices of Southern products would relatively quickly cause a rise in Southern production. A less satisfactory possibility is that a slowdown in Northern development may follow increasing costs of material and labor. An even worse situation may result if trickling-down is precluded because the North chooses not to procure most of its primary products from the South but imports them or develops its own. This would tend to retard the South. However, as industrial expansion congests the North and is limited by an insufficient domestic market, trickle-down effects will spread to the South. In addition, like Myrdal, Hirschman thought political forces will tend to cause public investment in backward areas.

Criticism and support of Hirschman's ideas closely parallel critiques of Myrdal's ideas. The idea of circular and cumulative development, polarization and trickling-down effects all receive support from empirical studies. Although there is some difficulty in interpreting the results of some studies, Hirschman's idea that
regional per capita incomes initially diverge then converge seems to represent reality.  

Hirschman's conception of the way regional development takes place in backward regions agrees with Myrdal's picture of increasing disparity between the advancing North and backward South. However, while Myrdal determined that development of a backward region cannot occur without Government assistance, Hirschman posited that trickling-down effects would eventually tend to predominate in the South, and convergence would ensue. Hirschman even called Myrdal's analysis "excessively dismal." At the same time, Hirschman accepted an important place for Government intervention for those unusual and difficult cases when things fail to support development.

Internal Colonialism

In addition to the less optimistic picture of development set forth by Myrdal, there is a body of literature known as "internal colonialism theory" that Hirschman might call excessively dismal. The backbone of this perspective is the idea that domination and subjection of one native group by another within a country causes regional economic backwardness. Most often, adherents consider backward regions to be the internal colonies of developing urban centers or productive agricultural regions. Beyond that, however, writers are seldom agreed on other basic aspects of the theory. Some writers emphasize cultural or social domination, while others focus on "economic-political" subjection. Stavenhagen even thought cultural
or ethnic differences change into class problems as the dominant cultural group takes control and capitalism takes over the regional economy. With this in mind, the most comprehensive sketch of the socioeconomic features of the model was probably provided by Hechter.

In Hechter's understanding, somehow modernization begins and spreads unevenly throughout a country. As a result of a lack of uniformity in that change, some groups of people advance more than others and the distribution of resources and power tend to favor an advanced, "core" group. The leading group tries to perpetuate its advantageous position, trying to obtain control of society so that life roles with higher status are assigned to its members. People from less advanced, "peripheral," groups are kept from those roles. This helps produce cultural differences between core and periphery groups. People eventually identify themselves with the potential roles they are allowed or expected to play. That identification is reinforced by visible cultural differences which are perpetuated by the core.

The core develops into a diversified industrial region but the structure of development in peripheral regions is made to complement the core and depend on it. To the extent industrialization is allowed in the periphery it is very specialized and directed toward exports, making economic growth in peripheral regions very sensitive to price fluctuations in international markets. People of the core group tend to retain control of investment, credit, and income distribution decisions. Due to the development of economic dependence, wealth of the peripheral group remains below the wealth of the core. Regional economic inequality remains or even increases as interaction between the core and periphery increases. In time, the peripheral culture
tends to assert itself in opposition to the domination of the core, with political problems growing out of cultural differences.94

Although the theory seems to have the potential to provide a useful perspective on the retardants to economic growth, it is not formulated in a rigorous manner. Possibly because of its complex socio-politico-economic nature, it cannot be stated in a testable manner. As a result, the implied cause and effect relationships of these theoretical propositions remain to be verified. Unfortunately, most of the literature exhibits great oversimplification and almost overwhelming contradictions.95 Hechter's work is an important contribution to a rigorous statement and verification of the internal colonialism hypothesis but much more remains to be done.96

The internal colonialism model predicts that as long as the periphery remains under the domination of the core it will remain underdeveloped. Interestingly, aspects of the internal colonial model seem to correspond quite well to the perspective of many minority nationalities incorporated within larger countries.

In Summary

As shown above, the understanding of how regional development takes place is by no means common. Some theories envision backward and developed regional economies converging, as time goes on, at some relatively high level. Theories of this type include the neoclassical, Heckscher-Ohlin and export base hypotheses. Other theories predict that development levels among regions of a country will diverge in the shorter term but converge in the longer term. These theories include
the growth pole hypothesis, and the ideas of Myrdal and Hirschman. Still another, the internal colonialism theory, pessimistically predicts continuing divergence of economic development levels among regions so that while some regions continue to grow others will be pushed further and further behind.

It seems obvious that our understanding of regional economic development is incomplete, but before we can improve our knowledge on the subject it is necessary to understand the way development has been perceived in the past. I hope that this short review helps those who are unfamiliar with development literature to gain a basic appreciation for the levels of understanding achieved thus far. I believe this work also points out the need for additional research in the field.
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In note 3. of "The Take-Off into Self-Sustained Growth" and on page 1 of the *Stages of Economic Growth*, Rostow stated his concept of growth applies to regions of countries as well as entire countries.

Although the quote specifically refers to national income, based on page 1 of this book, Rostow seems to intend that the same percentage be applied to regions. Rostow also noted on this page that "'manufacturing' is taken to include the processing of agricultural products or raw materials by modern methods..."

Booth's research suggested that after regions undergo long periods of rapid economic growth they tend to experience low or negative growth for some time. This period is eventually followed by economic recovery and an increasing rate of economic activity. This process is said to be part of a long wave of uneven regional growth. Douglas F. Booth, "Long Waves and Uneven Growth," *Southern Economic Journal* 53 (Oct 1986): 448-60.


The overlap is shown on the "Chart of stages of economic growth in selected countries." in Rostow, Stages xx.


Rostow, Stages 64. Myrdal, Hirschman and Liebenstein have also emphasized the importance of human initiative. For example see, Myrdal, Theory 27; Hirschman, Strategy 7-20; Harvey Leibenstein, "X-efficiency: From Concept to Theory," Challenge (Sept-Oct 1979): 13-22.


Fairbank, et al. posit two basic patterns of industrialization and "intermediate cases in which intricate interplays of exogenous and endogenous factors produced disequilibrating forces." They found Rostow's model fit West European countries and call it one basic
pattern. The other pattern has "five phases characterized by (1) traditional equilibrium, (2) the rise of disequilibrating forces, (3) gestation, (4) breakthrough or ... take-off, and (5) self-sustaining growth." J. A. Fairbank, A. Eckstein, and L. S. Yang, "Economic Change in Early Modern China: An Analytic Framework," Economic Development and Cultural Change 9 (1960): 1-2.

The second basic pattern of Fairbank, et al. is associated with many of today's less developed countries. The significant difference is that while the forces which move the traditional society in Rostow's model are primarily exogenous, the disequilibrating forces in the second pattern are usually exogenous. Fairbank, et al. found their alternate pattern fit the experience of India, China, and most other Far Eastern areas better than Rostow's model. Fairbank, Eckstein, Yang, 2-25.

Others include: Hirschman, Economic Development; J. R. Hicks, Essays. The major works of Myrdal include: Gunner Myrdal, Development and Underdevelopment: A Note on the Mechanism of National and International Economic Inequality (Cairo, Bank of Egypt, 1956); Rich Lands and Poor: the Road to World Prosperity (New York: Harper, 1957); Theory.

Examples of those economies were: "a working population trained in various crafts, easy communications, the feeling of growth and elbow room and the spirit of new enterprise." Myrdal, Theory 26-7.

Typical backwash effects include the loss of more skilled and enterprising workers and their savings to the more dynamic regions. Additionally, with free trade, lower priced goods and services from advanced regions, benefiting from increasing returns, tend to bankrupt producers in less developed regions. Backward areas tend to be unable to develop and maintain social overhead most beneficial to their internal development. For example, most roads may not be maintained and railways are usually built to meet national demands, not requirements of the regions. Growth in health and educational services is also retarded. Myrdal, Theory 27-30.

Spread effects can include greater demand for a region's agricultural products when the region is near an expansion center. This can stimulate it to take advantage of new technology. More distant regions with a raw materials production advantage may gain by supplying growing industrial centers. If sufficient numbers of people are employed in providing those inputs, consumer goods industries in those distant places could be stimulated. If backwash effects can be overcome, cumulative causation may cause these places to become "new centers of self-sustained expansion." Myrdal, Theory 31.

A high average level of development is required for better transport and communications, improved education, and a greater intellectual climate to develop and support the spread of economic growth. Myrdal, Theory 31.

Myrdal found the absence of free markets in the developed countries but failed to mention the hindrances to effective market operation in less developed countries where he condemned the "free play" of the market. Myrdal, Theory 39-40, 49.


For a view that the innovative potential of economic centers tends to leave them see: Peter Nijkamp, "Long Waves or Catastrophes in Regional Development," Socio-economic Planning Sciences 16 (1982): 263.

For example, some studies about Brazil disagree on whether the disparity between regional per capita incomes have been decreasing or widening. However, Robock casts doubt on the divergence suggested by Furtado due to the method of analysis applied in the study. Increasing disparities do seem to have occurred in Italy, Mexico and Uganda. The stage of development of those three countries and the periods studied do not contradict Hirschman but seem to fall within his theoretical framework. Wage levels and regional per capita incomes do seem to have converged in the United States. These and other studies can be understood to support Hirschman's idea of increasing divergence in early development changing to convergence in more advanced development. There is also some evidence that the larger the geographic size of a country, the greater regional inequality during any point of development.

For analyses in which disparities appear to grow wider see, for example, Baer "Growth in Brazil" 268-85; Celso Furtado, Conselho de Desenvolvimento do Nordeste, A Policy for the Economic Development of the Northeast, (Rio de Janeiro, 1959) reproduced in part and discussed in Robock, Brazil's Developing Northeast 106-12; Clough and Livi, "Economic Growth" 335; Sturmthal, "Economic Development," 201; Elkan, "Regional Disparities in the Incidence of Taxation in Uganda," Review of Economic Studies 26 (1959): 137.


A recent study by Burns found convergence but determined that rapid per capita income growth inhibited the equalization of income and the pace of spatial integration. Burns, "Integration," 337-38.

For comments on size, see: Williamson, "Regional Inequality," 15.


63 Salvatore found the free market beneficial, not harmful to development. Dominick Salvatore, "The Operation of the Market Mechanism and Regional Inequality," Kyklos 25 (1972): 535-6.

64 Myrdal, Theory.


67 Hirschman, Economic Development 5.

68 Hirschman, Economic Development 183.

69 Hirschman, Economic Development 5.

70 Hirschman, Economic Development 183.

71 One cause is attributed to investors who overestimate benefits to be gained by exhausting opportunities around favored growth poles, eschewing more profitable investments available elsewhere. Hirschman, Economic Development 184-5.

72 Hirschman, Economic Development 185.

73 Hirschman, Economic Development 186.

74 The advancing of such charges against minority groups are often pursued with enjoyment but entrepreneurs from the majority group may also be attacked and may become "minorities in their own country." Hirschman gave the example of inhabitants of Antioquia province in Colombia. J. J. Parsons, Antioqueño Colonization in Western Colombia (Berkeley, 1949) 62. Hirschman, Economic Development 186.

75 Hirschman, Economic Development 186-87.

76 Hirschman, Economic Development 187.

77 Hirschman, Economic Development 188.

Hazell and Slade found that the strongest growth effect linkages from agriculture come from large farms. Therefore, it seems it may be the increased efficiency associated with size that gives large farms the opportunity to advance faster than smaller peripheral areas. Peter Hazell and Roger Slade, "Regional Growth Linkages from Agriculture: A Reply," Journal of Development Studies 23 (Jan 1987): 290-4.

Gonzales thought emphasis on ethnic heterogeneity was carried to such an extreme by Bailey and Flores that they had "turned Marxist materialism on its head" and argued that "(racism) has been the generating force in the oppression of non-white peoples." Others did not find "racial-cultural heterogeneity ... relevant." Havens and Flinn even felt that exploiters and exploited were not necessarily from different racial or cultural groups. Gonzales-Casanova, "Internal Colonialism," 7, 130-1; Julio Coller, "The Mechanics of Internal Domination and Social Change in Peru," Masses in Latin America ed. Irving L. Horowitz (New York: Oxford UP, 1970) 407-44; Ronald Bailey, "Economic Aspects of the Black Internal Colony," in Frank Bonilla and Robert Girling, eds., Structure of Dependencia (Stanford, CA: Institute of Political Studies, 1973) 161-88; Guillermo V. Flores and Ronald Bailey, "Internal Colonialism and Racial Minorities in the U.S.: An Overview," in Bonilla and Girling, 149-60; Guillermo V. Flores, "Race and Culture in the Internal Colony: Keeping the Chicano in His Place," in Bonilla and Girling, 189-223; Gonzales, "A Critique," 159; Yves Chaloult, "Regional Differentials and Role of the State: Economic-Political Relationships Between the Northeast and Southeast of Brazil," diss., Cornell U, 1976, 58; E. A. Havens and W. L. Flinn, Internal Colonialism and Structural Changes in Colombia, (New York: Praeger, 1970) 10.


Hechter, *Internal Colonialism*. 
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